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Abstract
Third generation mobile radio systems will employ TDCDMA in their TDD mode. To increase the capacity and
performance of this system, the receiver will contain a joint
detector. Joint detection is equivalent to solving a least
squares problem, which represents a significant computational effort because of the amount of data that is involved.
Therefore, algorithms and implementations must be developed that lower this complexity as much as possible without degrading the performance of the joint detector. This
paper presents an algorithm that is based on the idea of
extending the system matrix of the least squares problem
to a block-circulant matrix. It is then possible to blockdiagonalize the matrix by Fast Fourier Transforms. In addition, overlap-save techniques are presented that reduce the
computational complexity further. The resulting algorithm
is well suited for the implementation on parallel architectures. It has a lower computational complexity than existing
methods while yielding a better bit error ratio performance.

1.

Introduction

The TDD-Mode of 3rd generation mobile radio systems
will be based on TD-CDMA [1]. To overcome the near/far
problem of traditional CDMA systems, receiver structures
have been proposed for TD-CDMA that perform joint (or
multi-user) detection [2]. A joint detector combines the
knowledge about all users that are active in one burst into
one large system of equations. This knowledge consists
of the channel impulse responses that have been estimated
from training sequences, the spreading codes, and the received antenna samples. The resulting system of equations can be very large. In order to reduce the computational complexity, algorithms must be developed that exploit its special structural characteristics, namely its band
and block-Toeplitz structure. In [3] an approach based on
the Cholesky algorithm was presented. The band structure
of the system matrix leads to an approximate block-Toeplitz
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structure in the desired Cholesky factor. This has been exploited by computing the Cholesky factor of a smaller subproblem and using it to build the complete Cholesky factor
from copies of that smaller factor [4]. In [5] the Schur algorithm was used to exploit the Toeplitz structure directly.
This approach leads to a row-oriented technique for approximating the Cholesky factor.
In this paper, we present a different approach for obtaining the solution of the joint detection problem. The original block-Toeplitz system matrix is extended into a blockcirculant matrix. This block-circulant matrix can then be inverted with little computational effort by using block-FFTs
and overlap-save techniques.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the
data model used to derive the system equation; section 3
shows how block-circulant matrices can be diagonalized by
block-FFTs; section 4 applies this result to the TD-CDMA
system; section 5 explains the overlap-save techniques; section 6 discovers the inherent parallelism of joint detection
techniques in the frequency domain; section 7 takes a closer
look at the FFT algorithm itself by optimizing it for our applications; finally, section 8 presents simulation results and
computational complexity figures for several joint detection
algorithms.

2.
2.1.

System Model
TD-CDMA

In the TD-CDMA system, K CDMA codes are simultaneously active on the same frequency and in the same time
slot. The different spreading codes allow the signal separation at the receiver. According to the required data rate,
a given user might use several CDMA codes and/or time
slots. In Figure 1, the structure of one time slot is illustrated
for the kth midamble and the kth spreading code. Here, Q
denotes the spreading factor of the data symbols and N denotes the number of symbols in one data block. In this paper, we assume that all users use the same spreading factor.

However, it is straightforward to extend the algorithms to
variable spreading factors.
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Figure 1: Time slot structure of the TD-CDMA system. Here,
Tbu , Ts , Tc , and Q denote the burst duration, the symbol duration,
the chip duration, and the spreading factor of the data symbols,
respectively.
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where I (N ) is the identity matrix of size N × N and ⊗
denotes the Kronecker product. Assume that K spreading
codes are transmitted at the same time. After eliminating
the influence of the midamble, cf. Figure 2, the received
measurements at the mth antenna obey the following linear
model:
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With this definition, the block-diagonal spreading matrix
C (k) that corresponds to the kth code can be written as
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Figure 2: Received measurements at the mth antenna during the
duration of one time slot. In this illustration, the additive noise
and inter-cell-interference are not considered. The parts denoted
by s(k,1) and s(k,2) contain the spread data symbols of the two
half bursts of user k and m (k) contains the midamble of user k.

2.2. Data Model
The received measurements at the mth antenna during the
duration of one time slot are illustrated in Figure 2. The
parts of the received measurement vector that are marked
by the letter a are only influenced by the corresponding
data blocks, the part that is marked by c is exclusively determined by the transmitted midambles, and the parts of
the measurement vector marked by b are influenced by the
transmitted midambles and the corresponding data blocks.
The channel impulse response (CIR) vectors between the
kth mobile and the mth antenna h(k,m) ∈ CW are estimated from the part of this received measurement vector
that is marked by c as, for instance, described in [6].
(k)
Let us combine the N data symbols dn , 1 ≤ n ≤ N ,
that are transmitted on the kth spreading code during one
data block (half burst) to the vector
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with B (k,m) = H (k,m) C (k) .
The matrix H (k,m) ∈ C(N Q+W −1)×(N Q) is a Toeplitz
matrix that contains estimates of the channel impulse response (CIR) vector h(k,m) ∈ CW of the kth user (corresponding to the kth spreading code) at the mth antenna.
The vector n(m) represents the noise and interference received at antenna m and B (k,m) is a block-Toeplitz matrix
consisting of combined CIR vectors b(k,m) that can be expressed as the convolution of the channel impulse response
(CIR) vector h(k,m) with the corresponding spreading code
c(k) , i.e.,
b(k,m) = h(k,m) ∗ c(k) ∈ CQ+W −1 .
Using the definition of d(k) ∈ CN in (1), the transmitted
data symbols of all K users are combined in the following

2.3.

fashion,
h
d = vec d(1)

d(2)

···

d(K)

iT 

∈ CN K .

Here and in the sequel, the vec{·} operator is defined according to


T

a 1 a2 · · ·
= a1 b 1 a2 b 2 · · · ,
vec
b1 b2 · · ·
that is, the vec{·} operator forms a column vector from
the elements of its argument matrix by concatenating the
columns of that matrix, starting by the left. The combined
CIR vectors b(k,m) of the kth user at all M antennas can
also be simplified to a single combined CIR vector in the
space-time domain,
h
iT 
∈ CM(Q+W −1) .
b(k) = vec b(k,1) · · · b(k,M)
Moreover, let us define the space-time array measurement
vector (during one half burst) as
n
T o
∈ CM(N Q+W −1) .
x = vec x(1) · · · x(M)
Using equation (2), the vector x may then be expressed as

MQ
V
V

Given the linear space-time data model in equation (3), we
want to find a linear estimate of the N data symbols transmitted by each of the K users during the duration of one
block (half burst), i.e., a block linear equalizer, such that
dˆ = W H x ∈ CN K .

N MQ

( −1)

kx − T · dk22
is minimized. It is given by the the standard least squares
(LS) solution, where W H is equal to the Moore-Penrose
pseudo inverse (generalized inverse) of T , i.e.,

−1
T H x.
dˆ = W H x = T + x = T H T

This LS solution does not take inter-cell interference into
account, i.e., strong interferers from adjacent cells are not
cancelled. To achieve this, one could employ the MVDR
solution [7]. The MVDR solution can in turn be reduced to
a LS solution by a preprocessing step.

A circulant matrix is a square matrix where each column
has the same elements as the column to the left of it, only
rotated down by one position. For example,


c1 c 4 c 3 c 2
c2 c1 c4 c3 

C=
c3 c2 c1 c4 
c4 c3 c2 c1

∈ CM(Q+W −1)×K

is circulant. By extension, a matrix is said to be blockcirculant if the entities denoted by ci above are not scalars
but are themselves block-matrices. Since every ci appears
once in each column and in each row, all ci must be blockmatrices of the same size.
Due to the fact that the inverse Fourier vectors are eigenvectors of circulant matrices, a system of equations whose
defining matrix is circulant can be solved efficiently in the
frequency domain. The transformation to and from the frequency domain can be done efficiently with Fast Fourier
Transforms [8]. In this paper, this well known method is
extended to block-circulant systems.
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Diagonalizing Block-Circulant
Matrices

+ n = T · d + n, (3)

V
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One possible solution is to choose the space-time weighting
matrix W H ∈ C(N K)×M(N Q+W −1) in (4) such that the
Euclidean norm of the error

3.
d1

Joint Data Detection via Block Linear
Equalization

b(K)

i

contains the combined CIR vectors of all K users in the
space-time domain. In equation (3), the space-time vector
n
T o
∈ CM(N Q+W −1) .
n = vec n(1) · · · n(M)
models inter-cell interference, i.e., dominant interferers
from adjacent cells, and additive (thermal) noise. Notice
that the matrix T ∈ CM(N Q+W −1)×(N K) in equation (3)
has a block-Toeplitz structure, which we are going to exploit to derive an efficient data detection algorithm.

When dealing with block structured matrices, it is convenient to use colon notation. For vectors, it is defined as
follows
T

y = y1 y2 · · · yn ,
T

y(i : j : k) ≡ yi yi+j yi+2j · · · yk ,
y(i : k) ≡ y(i : 1 : k),
y(i) ≡ yi ,
y(:) ≡ y.
This notation is extended to matrices by applying the colon
notation to row and column indices separately.
Just like circulant matrices can be diagonalized by (discrete) Fourier transforms, block-circulant matrices can be
block-diagonalized by block Fourier transforms. Suppose
the block-circulant matrix C has blocks of size P × K, i.e.,
ci ∈ CP ×K . Further, assume that C is of size DP × DK,
i.e., it has D × D blocks. Then we compute the matrix Λ
as
−1
,
Λ = F(P ) CF(K)

where F(P ) and F(K) are block Fourier transform matrices
with block sizes of P × P and K × K respectively. They
are defined as
F(n) = F ⊗ I (n) ,

−1 +
Λ F(P ) x.
dˆ = F(K)

Thus, we need to apply a block Fourier transformation to x,
then multiply by the pseudo-inverse of the block-diagonal
matrix Λ and finally calculate an inverse block Fourier
ˆ Since Λ is block-diagonal,
transform to get the result d.
multiplying by its pseudo-inverse is in general significantly
cheaper than using C directly.

4.

Application to TD-CDMA

Although T in (5) is not block-square, the block-columns
of T are already rotated versions of the first block-column.
Therefore, we can simply complete its last block-row and
add block columns to it until it is block-square. The number
of block-columns that we must add depends on the degree
of the block-band structure of T , which is the same as the
inter-symbol interference in the original transmission system. Figure 3 shows how T can be extended to be blockcirculant.
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where F is the Fourier matrix of size D × D.
The resulting matrix Λ will be block-diagonal, i.e., it can
be expressed as
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where each Λi is a block-matrix of size P × K. Therefore
Λ is completely defined by the Λi . Analogous to the scalar
case, the Λi can be calculated by aplying the block Fourier
transform to the first block-column of C, i.e,


Λ1
 Λ2 


 ..  = F(P ) C(:, 1 : K).
 . 
ΛD
These properties of the block Fourier transform can be used
to efficiently solve an equation like
Cd = x

where C is block-circulant. The LS solution dˆ = C + x of
(7) is given by

DP

Figure 3: Extending the block Sylvester matrix T (light shaded
part) to be block-circulant.

After T has been extended to be block-circulant, it has
D × D blocks of size P × K, where D = N + d(Q + W −
1)/Qe − 1 and P = M Q.1 The vector x needs to be zeropadded at its end so that it has length DP . Likewise, the
new solution vector contains the desired results in its first
N K elements.
Note that only the first block-column of T is needed to
compute Λ. Therefore, we just need to extend V with zerofilled rows such that it is of size DP × K. Let 0(n) denote
the zero vector of length n and 0(n,m) the zero matrix of
size n × m. We can then summarize the steps required to
1

(7)

The notation dxe denotes the ceiling of x, i. e., the smallest integer that
is greater than or equal to x.

get a least squares estimate dˆ of d as follows:
T
0(DP −M(N Q+W −1))


T 
Λ = diag(P,K) F(P ) V T 0(K,DP −M(Q+W −1))

x̃ = xT

−1 +
Λ F(P ) x̃
d˜ = F(K)

˜ : N K)
dˆ = d(1

Figure 5 depicts this effect. The dashed line shows the
relative error of the data symbols of one user where D has
been set to 32 and the full vector of N = 69 symbols
has been calculated by carrying out the frequency domain
detection three times on successive blocks of 32 symbols
each. Obviously, each run of D = 32 symbols has large
errors at the beginning and the end, but not in its middle
part.

Simulations (Figure 9) have shown that the error that occurs
by solving for dˆwith this extended version of T is insignificant. This is due to the fact the distortions introduced by extending T into a block-square matrix affect only the guard
periods between bursts. Neglecting the noise, the guard period between bursts facilitates the modelling of the channel
by a block-circulant matrix.

prelap=0, postlap=0
prelap=7, postlap=11

Relative distance to true symbol

5.

Overlap-Save

The convolution matrix T with its strong band structure offers possibilities to reduce the computational demands of
the joint detector even further.
The idea is to reduce the size of the involved matrices
and solve the whole problem by solving multiple smaller
ones instead. The reduction in size is expressed by forcing
D to smaller values when deriving a block-circular matrix
from T according to Figure 3. With such a smaller matrix, only a smaller part of the data vector can be estimated
of course; thus, we need to partition the data vector into
slices of length DK. But if D is smaller than its ideal value
N + d(Q + W − 1)/Qe − 1, the distortions mentioned in
the previous section do no longer fall into the guard period,
leading to unacceptable errors in the estimated data vector
slices.
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Figure 4: Overlapping Convolution Matrices with D = 10, p− =
2, p+ = 3
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Figure 5: Estimation errors when using overlap-save techniques.
Q = 16, W = 57, N = 69, K = 4, M = 1, D = 32, no noise.

As a remedy, one discards a certain number of symbols at
the start of the data vector slice (the prelap) and at the end
of it (the postlap). The computation of the complete data
vector needs to be arranged in such a way that the discarded
symbols from the previous slice can be found in the middle
of the next one as depicted in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows that
the relative error for such an overlapping computation has
been reduced to a lower level for all symbols (solid line).
Using the colon notation defined above, we can describe
the overlapping process more formally. Let us denote the
amount of prelap by p− and the amount of postlap by p+ .
Figure 6 shows the pseudo-code for performing the described overlap save technique.

6.

Parallelism

Besides finding algorithms that require as few operations
as possible for solving a certain problem, it is also important to engineer the algorithms in such a way that many of
these operations can easily be performed in parallel. The
joint detection algorithm described in the previous sections
offers many such opportunities. This enables the real-time
solution of systems of equations with larger dimensions.

p ← D − p− − p+
S ← dN/pe

T
x̃ ← 0(p− ) xT 0(Sp+p+ −M (NQ+W −1))
 T
T 
Λ ← diag(P,K) F(P ) V
0(K,DP −M (Q+W −1))
for s = 1 : S
x(s) ← x((s − 1)pP + 1 : ((s − 1)p + D)P )
−1 +
d(s) ← F(K)
Λ F(P ) x(s)
ˆ − 1)pK + 1 : spK) ← d(s) (p− : p− + p)
d((s
end
ˆ The prelap and
Figure 6: Using overlapping blocks to compute d.
−
+
postlap is denoted by p and p , respectively. S is the number of
steps required.

The execution of the algorithm can be divided into three
stages, with a lot of parallelism in each stage. Furthermore,
if dedicated hardware is available for each stage, they can
be pipelined so that all stages can be performed in parallel,
too. The described procedure takes into account that one
burst consists of two half bursts.
The first stage consists of all block-FFT operations,
namely the computation of Λ and F(P ) x(s) , 1 ≤ s ≤ S
(see Figure 6. Clearly, all transformations are independent
and can thus be computed in parrallel. Moreover, it can be
seen from the definition of F(P ) in (6), that there also exists
parallelism within each transformation.
With the colon notation, the block-Fourier transformation of an arbitrary column vector y can be taken apart as
follows. Given
y ∈ CDP , F ∈ CD×D , I (P ) ∈ CP ×P
F(P ) = F ⊗ I (P ) , z = F(P ) y
we have
z(i : P : n − P + i) = F y(i : P : n − P + i) 1 ≤ i ≤ P.
As can be seen, a block-FFT of block-size P decomposes
into P parallel conventional FFTs. Therefore, the first stage
consists of P (K + 2S) parallel FFTs of length D.
The second stage has to compute Λ+ F(P ) x(s) . Since
Λ ∈ CDP ×DK is block-diagonal, this problem decomposes into D independent systems of linear equations, with
2S right hand sides each.
The third stage finally has to apply block-IFFTs to
F(K) d(s) to yield d(s) . This can be done with 2SK independent inverse FFTs of length D, analogous to the first
stage.

7.

Sub-FFT Optimizations

The computational complexity of the well-known FFT algorithm [9] can be further reduced if the transformed vector
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Figure 7: Flow graph of 8-point decimation-in-time FFT with
band structured data. Only y1 and y2 are non-zero (solid lines),
thus m = 2.

consists mostly of zeros with only a few non-zero elements
at its beginning. Let y ∈ Cn with y(i) = 0 for i > m
where both n and m are powers of two. In that case, the
number of multiplications for a radix-2, decimation-in-time
FFT can be reduced from n2 log2 n to n2 log2 m. In our application we use this optimization for computing Λ where
we have n = dDe2 and m = d(Q + W − 1)/Qe2 which
results in significant savings for typical cases.2
The way to achieve this reduction in computational complexity is to stop the recursive decent of the Cooley-Tukey
FFT algorithm earlier. This can be done if the vector that
is to be transformed is known to contain only one non-zero
element, because the transformation of such a vector is trivial. This situation is reached after log2 m subdividing steps.
Figure 7 depicts this reasoning for n = 8 and m = 2. Figure 8 shows the pseudo-code for a possible implementation.
The function bitreverse performs the usual reshuffling
of the input vector that is needed for decimation-in-time
FFT algorithms.

8.

Simulation Results and
Computational Complexity

Figure 9 compares the frequency domain approach for different overlapping degrees with the true least squares solution, obtained via a Cholesky factorization of T H T . For
white noise, the least squares solution corresponds to the
zero forcing block linear equalizer.
The simulation scenario includes K = 8 users with one
code each. To investigate the near/far resistance of the joint
detector, four of these users have a power that is 20 dB
above the remaining four users. This corresponds to a severe near/far scenario. The bit error ratio shown in Figure 9
notation dxek extends the definition in footnote 1. It denotes the
smallest integer greater or equal to x that is a power of k.

2 The

Purpose: Compute z = F y, where y, z ∈ Cn and
y(i) = 0 for i > m. Both n and m are powers of two.
z ← bitreverse(y)
(see text)
k ← n/m
for l = 1 : k : n − k + 1
for i = 1 : k − 1
z(l + i) ← z(j)
end
end
while k < n
for l = 0 : k − 1
for i = l + 1 : 2k : n − 2k + l + 1
t ← z(i + k)e−jπl/k
z(i + k) ← z(i) − t
z(i) ← z(i) + t
end
end
k ← 2k
end
Figure 8: Decimation-in-time, radix-2 FFT algorithm for bandstructured data
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based on the Cholesky decomposition [3], “F” denotes the
algorithm presented in this paper. “C exact” is the exact Cholesky decomposition and represents the true least
squares solution. “C row” denotes a row-wise approximation of the Cholesky factors were 2 block-rows have been
computed [5]. It yields a slightly worse bit error ratio performance as “C exact”. “C tri” uses the triangle approximation described in [4] with a sub-matrix of 2 × 2 blocks.
It has a much worse performance than “C exact”. The parameters for the Fourier algorithms are presented in the legend as D/p− /p+ . The performance of the Fourier detector with no overlap (“F -/-/-”) is identical to the true least
squares solution “C exact”. When using significant overlap
(“F 32/3/5”), the performance is still indistinguishable from
“C exact” and using little overlap (“F 16/1/2”) the performance is still comparable to “C row”.
Figures 10, 11 and 12 compare the computational complexity of the joint detection algorithms that have been used
in the simulations of Figure 9. It can be seen that the frequency domain approach with overlap has a lower computational complexity than the approximated Cholesky approach.
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Figure 9: Bit error ratios after error correction of joint detection
using different algorithms. The system parameters were chosen as
Q = 16, W = 57, N = 69, K = 8, M = 1. The channel has
been modeled as type Vehicular/A with a mobile velocity of 120
km/h. See the text for a discussion of the results.

9.
is the mean of the four weaker users. It shows that the presented joint detector is able to handle this critical situation
better than the approximated Cholesky joint detector. The
receiver has M = 1 antenna.

4

Conclusions

In this paper, we have shown that performing joint detection in the frequency domain has a lower computational
complexity than the approximated Cholesky joint detector
while attaining a better bit-error ratio performance. The
low computational complexity has been achieved by using
overlap-save techniques for the deconvolution. Overlapping was performed both at the beginning and at the end
of the considered data vector.
Both the block-FFTs and the inversion of the diagonalized system matrix consist of independent subproblems that
can be solved in parallel. Therefore the presented algorithm does not only reduce the computational complexity,
but also exhibits inherent parallelism that can be exploited
to decrease the computation time.
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